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Abstract—Software architecture plays a vital role in the development (and hence maintenance) of large complex systems with a long lifetime. It is therefore required that the software architecture is also maintained, i.e. sufficiently documented, clearly communicated, and explicitly controlled. In our experience, these requirements cannot be met without appropriate support. Commercial-off-the-shelf support for architectural maintenance is still scarcely available, if at all, implying the need to develop appropriate proprietary means. In this paper, we briefly report upon an overall approach taken within three organizations within Philips that develop professional systems. We extensively describe the experience gained with the embedding of architectural support in these three organizations. We focus on architectural support in the area of software architecture recovery, visualization, analysis, and verification.

In our experience, the support must be carried by a number of elements of software development, and all of these elements have to go through a change process to ensure sustainable embedding. We distinguish four of these elements, i.e. process, organization, software development environment, and humans, and present our experience in terms of those elements.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context

Philips is an electronics company that operates worldwide and develops high volume electronics (HVE) consumer products, such as TV sets and set-top-boxes, as well as (low volume) professional systems, such as business communication systems and medical imaging systems. All these systems are becoming more and more software intensive.

The professional systems developed within Philips are examples of large complex systems with a long lifetime. The economic lifetime of a delivered private branch exchange (PBX; i.e., telephony system in a business environment) developed by Philips Business Communications (PBC) is these days approximately 15 years. Software development in the digital PBX area within PBC spans over two decades, and the maintenance obligations for installed software packages may last over 10 years. Similar figures hold for the medical imaging systems developed by Philips Medical Systems (PMS).

The size and complexity of these professional systems combined with their long lifetime has two main consequences. Firstly, subsequent generations of systems are typically developed in an evolutionary way. Hence, development may be viewed as maintenance and all categories of maintenance (see, for example, [1]) apply for these systems, not only the more common corrective, adaptive, and perfective categories, but also the less common preventive categories. Secondly, the importance of the software architecture of these systems increases rapidly due to new and changing market requirements, amongst others. Therefore, the software architecture should be sufficiently documented, clearly communicated, and explicitly controlled. In our experience, these requirements cannot be met without appropriate support at the architectural level.

B. Architectural support

Software architecture is still an emerging discipline (see [2], [4]), and architectural support (AS) is therefore far from mature. Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) tools for either forward or backward (i.e., reverse) software architecting are still scarcely available, if at all. Maintaining architectural descriptions without appropriate means is hard, and systems with software developments spanning over two decades therefore typically do not have an up-to-date software architecture description.

Although software architecture is becoming more important, it is unclear how to manage software architecture within a real software development organization from a technical or from a managerial perspective [5]. Within Philips, we have gained quite a lot of experience in the area of software architecture recovery, visualisation, analysis, and verification. This paper is mainly concerned with AS in those areas.

C. Technology development and transfer

Given the state of affairs of software architecture and the needs of Philips’ Business Units (BUS), Philips Research (PR) started investigations in the area of software visualization and analysis in the early 1990’s, and closely co-operated in a number of joint projects with Philips BUS to alleviate their pressing needs. PR therefore played an important role in transferring state-of-research results in the area of software architecture towards Philips’ BUS, thereby improving the state-of-practice within industry to state-of-the-art.

In an earlier paper [6], we already reported that organizational issues are considerably more demanding than technical issues when developing and subsequently introducing means for AS, i.e. an architectural methodology with an accompanying toolset. This paper is entirely dedicated to the efforts to embed AS within organizations.
D. Influential elements

The business success of large and complex systems with a long lifetime is to a large extent determined by their architecture [7], and for software systems by their software architecture. As mentioned above, this requires for a software system that the software architecture is maintained. In our experience, AS must be carried by a number of elements of software development in order to make the introduction and subsequently embedding of the AS in industry successful. In this paper, we consider four elements that played a major role in the cases considered: process, organization, software development environment (SDE), and humans (people). Typically, these elements have to go through a change process to ensure that the AS will actually be sustained; see Fig. 1.

E. Case studies

In this paper, we will present and reflect on the efforts to embed AS in three software development organizations within Philips, one from PBC (denoted by means of ‘P’), and two from PMS (denoted by means of ‘Q’ and ‘R’). The professional systems developed by each of these three organizations may be viewed as large, complex, and software intensive systems with a long lifetime. The software core of each of the systems has a size of roughly 3 MLoc (million lines of code) mainly written in C and C++. From these three systems, the one from ‘Q’ exists approximately 10 to 15 years, and the other two exist almost 25 years.

F. Overview

This paper has the following structure. In Section II, we provide a definition of software architecture that serves our purposes, i.e. that allows us to describe and classify the embedded AS considered in this paper. In Section III, we describe the overall process of technology development and transfer within Philips in general and for AS in particular. Embedding results in industry is the final stage of this process. Elements that influence the embedding of AS in industry are presented in Section IV. The main body of this paper is devoted to a description of three case studies, which are given in Sections V, VI, and VII. A discussion of the experience gained is presented in Section VIII.

II. ARCHITECTURAL SUPPORT

The following definition of software architecture serves our purposes for this paper:

The software architecture of a system comprises software components, connections (or relationships) between those components, and constraints on the connections.

Support can be given for forward or backward software architecting. Examples of support for forward software architecting are given in [11] and [12]. [11] discusses a component framework approach to achieve architectural variability in PMS, and [12] presents object-oriented requirements modeling that is appropriate for the application domain of PMS as well. For software architecture maintenance, we also need support for backward software architecting. This paper focuses on AS for software maintenance in general, and in the area of software architecture recovery, visualisation, analysis, and verification in particular.
Architecture support tools for software maintenance can be described in terms of the 'extract-abstract-present' paradigm (which is inspired on [13]; see Fig. 3). The three activities shown in Fig. 3 can be characterized briefly as (see [14]):

- **extract**: extracting relevant information from system software, system history and system experts;
- **abstract**: abstracting extracted information to higher (design) level;
- **present**: presenting abstracted information in a developer-friendly way, taking into account his or her current topic of interest.

The AS considered in this paper can be easily described in terms of the models presented above.

### III. Technology Development and Transfer

#### A. Industrial research

PR is an industrial research centre, having an intermediary role between academic research and industrial developments within Philips’ BUs. PR uses and builds on academic results when available, and investigates complementary areas or areas that are not sufficiently mature for transfer towards Philips’ BUs where needed. Academic research typically focuses on application domain independent issues, whereas Philips’ BUs are primarily concerned with application domain specific issues. PR bridges this gap by their involvement in the transfer of application domain independent solutions in an application domain specific context. Fig. 4 shows the relations in terms of feed-forward and feed-backward information flows between academic research, industrial research, and industrial development.

#### B. Research and development

With respect to software maintenance, the prime focus of PR is an architecture- and technology-oriented one.

Obviously, Philips’ BUs do not have such a prime focus. They also consider business, process, organisational, and development aspects. We are convinced that for the adoption of research results in industry in general, and the embedding of AS in particular, the latter four aspects are at least as important as architecture and technology, and maybe even decisive for success.

#### C. Stages towards embedding

Technology transfer has multiple stages, such as problem identification and investigation, solution space exploration, evaluation of the feasibility of particular solutions, and embedding of appropriate solutions in an organization. The main responsibility for and the bulk of work associated with the initial stages of technology transfer are assigned to PR, whereas for the final stages they are assigned to Philips’ BUs.

For further information on the theoretical foundations laid and experience gained by PR in the area of software architectural recovery, visualisation, analysis, and verification, the interested reader is referred to [15], [16], [17], [18], and [19].

#### D. Embedding in industry

For the embedding in industry, i.e. the final stage of transfer, there are two main phases: **construction** and **deployment**.

During the construction phase, the tool-support is developed in isolation, i.e. in parallel with the development of the actual systems. The construction may either go through a succession of prototypes followed by regular development of a tool, or follow an incremental development trajectory. Typically, the tools are first run on a fixed data set (using a particular version of the actual system). As a next step, the tools are run on other versions of the system (usually the most recent versions), and finally the tools are integrated in the build process. To minimize interference with the development of the actual system, typically no actions are initiated based on the initial results found or the support provided by the constructed tools. The involvement of PR is typically phased out during the construction phase.

During the deployment phase, the tools gradually become available to the receiving organization. As an example, the deployment of architectural verification tools, which check the conformance of a system to a set of architectural rules, may take the following steps. Initially, individuals perform checks on an incidental basis to gauge the system. As a second step, a software integrator performs checks to determine whether or not updates will be accepted. As a third step, software developers perform checks before they deliver their updates to the integrator. As a final step, software developers are
"constrained" by the rules, i.e. a local build may fail when an update violates the rules.

IV. INFLUENTIAL ELEMENTS

In this section, we take a closer look at key elements that need to carry support at the architectural level and the changes these elements have to go through to ensure that the AS will actually be sustained.

A. Process

Philips has adopted the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [20] for their software process improvement efforts. A particular CMM-level does not ensure that AS will actually be sustained in an organization. It is however very likely that an organization assessed at level 1 will be less successful achieving sustainability than an organization assessed at level 2 or higher.

From level 2 to level 3, organizations have to pay attention to subjects such as standards, software inspections, process models, and advanced configuration management topics. Note that the latter include architecture and design changes. Embedding software architecture in an organization requires changes to each of these subjects, and without proper coverage it is unlikely that AS can be embedded sustainably.

B. Organization

A prerequisite for the embedding of AS is the recognition of the vital importance of software architecture by management. An organization lacking architectural focus is considered a major obstacle. A minimal requirement is therefore management support (both at the level of software development organization leaders as well as project leaders), and clearly defined roles of software architects. Documents such as [21] may help to initiate awareness.

C. SDE

Software development spanning two decades will encounter major changes in the (host) development environment (including the platform). It has long been a necessity and therefore the standard for the professional industry to develop and use a suite of dedicated proprietary tools on mainframe computers. The advance of standard desktops environments, increased market pressure, and the need for productivity increase has led to a major change in the SDE during the past decade. The professional industries considered in this paper moved from SDES on mainframes to SDES on (networked) PCs that are to a large extent based on COTS tools. This move towards COTS tools where deemed appropriate may also be viewed as a strategic move; it allows a healthy focus of Philips’ industry on their core business, which lies in the telecommunications and medical domains. From a software development point of view, the changes in the SDE may be considered as adaptive maintenance, necessitated by the changing environment.

Considering the desired focus on core business, development of proprietary means for AS may come as a surprise. As in the situation two decades ago, the means required are not available at present, and those means are considered indispensable for the maintenance of our professional legacy systems. This has three main consequences. Firstly, we have to develop those means ourselves. Secondly, in order to get those means up to the mark and accepted within the organization, they need to be fully integrated in the SDE. Thirdly, it becomes necessary to build-up experience in developing tools for the new SDE. These three consequences are the main reasons why the SDE influences AS.

D. Humans

Typically, software architects are the main target of AS. However, maintenance of the software architecture does not require the maintenance of the software architectural artefacts alone. There should also be a conformance relation between the software architecture as specified and the software system as implemented. An active participation of the software developers is therefore of paramount importance to ensure that the AS serves its purposes. All persons involved in software development must therefore be made aware of the vital role of software architecture. Moreover, when an architectural methodology and accompanying tool-set are introduced, the target group must be involved right from the start, and sufficiently trained.

E. Change management

Deployment of AS within an organization requires changes to all four elements mentioned above, and such changes need to be carefully managed. Management for change typically involves a number of key roles that need to be filled in [20], i.e.

- **champion** believing in and attempting to obtain support for change;
- **company angel** (or sponsor) authorising change;
- **change agent** implementing change;
- **target** (in our case the software architects and software developers) needing to change.

Clearly, a single individual may have multiple roles, and in the case studies presented in the subsequent sections an architect (i.e. a target) typically has the role of champion and/or change agent.

V. CASE STUDY I: PBC (‘P’)

A. Introduction

In the early 1980s, PBC started the development of a new range of digital telephony systems for the business market termed SOPO. These systems are very successful, hence became an asset, and particular care was taken to maintain this legacy. In [6], an overview is given of the ongoing efforts to improve the maintainability and quality of the software core of this legacy. Moreover, the paper describes the identification of the need, the development, and subsequent deployment of support for program understanding and complexity control at the architectural level for SOPO. That support is provided by a basic set of proprietary architectural tools for SOPO,
termed URSA. URSA has been developed as a joint effort between PR and PBC. The time span from the start of the initial explorations for the desired AS till the completion of the dissemination of the final conceived approach including the tool-support is about five years, i.e. from 1994 till 1999. The paper already reported that organizational issues are considerably more demanding than technical issues when developing and subsequently introducing a toolset like URSA. In this section, we will evaluate the sustainability of the envisioned changes.

In the following sub-sections, we will first shortly recapitulate the situation medio 1999 as described in [6]. We then describe the developments during the past four years and characterize the current situation. We summarize our experiences in a final subsection.

B. Architectural support

Using the terminology of [9], URSA contains the following proprietary tools:

- **Jolly Jumper**: a Clickable Message Sequence Chart (MSC) Viewer, visualizing a scenario in terms of actors and their communication, and providing (hyper-) links to the source code. The Jolly Jumper links scenarios with the process view and development view [19].
- **MAB**: a Module Architecture Browser, visualizing the structure and the intra-dependencies of the system by means of tables. The MAB supports the development view [22]. The notion module architecture may be considered to be part of the development view [14].
- **ArchiSpy**: a module architecture verifier, determining whether or not the software conforms to a set of architectural rules (or constraints) for the development view, and reporting breaches. ArchiSpy is basically a quality assurance tool at the architectural level, and is based on a relational calculator [23].

The Jolly Jumper is meant for all software developers, and primarily used for program understanding during both correcive and perfective maintenance activities. The MAB is used for both program understanding and (qualitative) complexity control. The MAB has been used for a number of perfective maintenance activities, and has proven to serve its purposes. ArchiSpy is exclusively used for (quantitative) complexity control. Medio 1999, it was the exception rather than the rule that the consequences of maintenance activities on the module architecture were mapped out from the beginning and explicitly controlled during all stages of these activities. Moreover, although ArchiSpy was integrated in the development environment, it did not constrain software developers. As a consequence, the conformance check performed by ArchiSpy regularly reveals breaches as reflection on the result of a maintenance activity. Both the MAB and ArchiSpy are in the first instance primarily aimed at software architects and designers; the average developer has less affiliation with this complexity control support of URSA. URSA became available to all developers by the end of 1998.

As described in [6], the Jolly Jumper did not reach the same level of quality as the MAB during the development of URSA. During the past four years, the Jolly Jumper was re-implemented from scratch using SDE-specific technology, motivated by its quality, amongst others. The Jolly Jumper is now fully integrated with the SDE, and used in daily practice.

Unlike the Jolly Jumper, neither the MAB nor ArchiSpy is used any longer, and neither of these tools is currently operational.

C. Process

Medio 1999, ‘P’ was very close to a classification as a CMM level 2 organization. It fully satisfied most, but only partly satisfied some, of the key process areas (KPAs) of level 2, and already satisfied some KPAs of level 3. During the past four years, ‘P’ invested in a software process improvement (SPI) programme. In 2002, it received the internal Philips SPI Award for their efforts and accomplishments. A recent CMM quick scan assessment resulted in a classification as a full CMM level 3 organization.

The organization therefore has subjects as (coding) standards and inspections of software artefacts in place, and satisfies all the basic requirements for embedding AS sustainably.

D. Organization

Management within the organization of PBC recognized that the price to be paid for the success of its legacy system was the steadily increasing complexity of the system and related difficulty to understand it. In the literature (e.g. [21], [3], [4]), it is stressed that software architecture plays a vital role in the development (and hence maintenance) of large software systems. Management therefore decided in the mid 1990s to explicitly introduce the element of architecture in general and of software architecture in particular within PBC. Upper management became sponsor, and a local champion was chosen as change agent. The change agent was asked to make the organization aware of the role of architecture, and roles were defined for product architect (carrying the main responsibility for the logical view of the system) and software architect (carrying the responsibilities of the other views). Moreover, the quest for program understanding combined with the need to manage the software architecture explicitly on the one hand and the lack of appropriate COTS tools at the architectural level on the other hand led to the development of URSA. Support at the programming level was left to standard tools that are readily available on the market. In order to give all persons involved in software development a common understanding of the role of software architecture within PBC, an architecture awareness course was developed. The need to control architectural changes and the use of URSA is also explained within the course.

Four years ago, both the company angel as well as the change agent left PBC. Moreover, program management (i.e.

---

1URSA is an acronym for Understanding and Recovery of the SOPHO Architecture
managers who decide which new functionality will be developed) became responsible for the software architecture and the software architects also became accountable to program management. Management of the department that actually developed the software was neither responsible any longer nor involved. During the past four years, the software architectural focus vanished within the organisation, and the role of software architect gradually disappeared.

E. SDE

As described in [6], the software core was ported from a proprietary operating system towards a COTS real-time operating system, and entirely written in C++ medio 1999. The changes in the operating system and the programming language may be considered as preventive maintenance, improving future maintainability and reliability, and providing a better basis for future enhancements. Though preventive maintenance is said to be 'rare in the software world' (see, for example [1]), we are convinced that this legacy system is still maintainable and commercially successful due to, amongst other things, these preventive maintenance activities. During the past four years, the software core was also ported from the target-platform towards the host-platform. This latter port made all the standard testing and debugging aids on PCs available to the software developers. Moreover, whereas in the past many tests could only be performed using the target-platform in combination with applications running on PCs, it is now possible to perform these tests on the host-platform only. This combination of steps resulted in major improvements in software development. In particular, it reduced the lead-time of testing with an order of magnitude, and resulted in substantial savings on the number of target platforms needed.

Nowadays, the target platform is exclusively used for function integration tests (e.g. can the caller actually hear ringing tone when the callee is ringing) and stress-tests.

F. Humans

Within PBC, it is common practice that software developers participate in all phases of the development cycle, from concept and feasibility (which includes architectural issues) up to and including testing. Due to their involvement, there is a strong sense of co-ownership of all software artefacts. Moreover, software developers participate actively in the service organisation to solve problems that are reported in the field as a compulsory service. They therefore get feedback from the field on the results of their efforts, and have a strong incentive to produce high quality software. Historically, the organization has a low turnover of personnel, implying that the average developer is not only highly motivated, but also highly experienced with both the product as well as its supporting tools.

The deployment of URSA required changes in the development process. Knowledgeable representatives of URSA’s target group (the ‘early adopters’) were therefore involved right from its early conception and their requirements and feedback on intermediate versions of the tools was treated as those of regular customers, and concluded with an acceptance test. The architecture awareness course mentioned above was also considered a necessary and essential step for the deployment. Architectural awareness alone is not sufficient, however. An active participation of the software developers is of paramount importance to ensure that the state-of-affairs of the software architecture does not deteriorate, and preferably even improves. Getting the methodological aspects and the underlying principles across turned out to be hard, and lack of coaching contributed to the failure to embed complexity control at the architectural level sustainably within PBC.

G. Summary

In retrospect, the envisioned changes in the development process to support program understanding and complexity control at the architectural level by URSA turn out to be only partially sustainable. Whereas the Jolly Jumper is fully integrated with the current SDE and used in daily practice, both the MAB and ArchiSpy are no longer in use. This may not come as a surprise given the observation that the deployment of software architecture within PBC was not successful. The software architectural focus vanished during the past four years, and the role of software architect gradually disappeared. As a result, both the MAB and ArchiSpy, which were primarily aimed at software architects and meant for complexity control, disappeared as well. This lack of success can partially, but certainly not exclusively, be traced back to the premature departure of both the company angel and the change agent. Embedding complexity control at the architectural level turned out to be hard, not from a tool perspective, but from a methodological, organisational, and human perspective. Moreover, these tools didn’t pay-off to the same extent to the average developer as the port of the software core to the host-platform. Viewed alternatively, the preservation of the Jolly Jumper illustrates its added value for the organisation. The fade-out of the other two tools illustrates their lack of value for the organisation to justify preservation, in particular when compared to other improvement actions that were instantiated during the past four years.

VI. CASE STUDY II: PMS (‘Q’)

A. Introduction

‘Q’ produces and sells a variety of medical imaging systems, ranging from low-end systems used for diagnostic purposes to high-end systems used for complex medical interventions. These systems may be viewed as distributed, heterogeneous systems. In the past, these systems were mainly developed independently from each other. Their increasing size and complexity combined with demands for a decreasing time-to-market required the development efforts to be bundled. It was therefore decided in 1996 to set up a product line architecture that could serve as a basis to build this variety of systems, using the architectures of the existing products as input. Hence, only the logical view of the software architecture remained unaltered. Setting up this product line architecture from scratch was an excellent opportunity to make a major
step forward in technology as well: it was decided to build the systems on Windows NT using C++, MFC and Microsoft DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model) as realization technology. More details about this product line architecture and the realization technology used can be found in [24].

This revolutionary approach of developing a new family of medical imaging systems from scratch using state-of-the-art technology may be viewed as preventive maintenance.

B. Architectural support

The vital role of the software architecture of this new product line was recognized right from the start of this preventive maintenance activity. The software architecture should not only be maintained, but the software architecture as realized in the implementation of the system should also conform to the software architecture as specified.

PR has developed a sophisticated set of proprietary tools termed FAVOR, that checks the conformance of the system to a fixed set of system-wide so-called architectural rules for the development view. Apart from reporting breaches, the tool-set also automatically visualizes a number of important dependency structures by means of graphs, and provides support to link breaches at the architectural level to individual C++ methods at the code-level. More information about module architecture verification and the tools that support this process is given in [25].

In 2001, the construction phase of the embedding of FAVOR was completed. FAVOR is currently in its deployment phase, and the conformance checks are performed on demand.

C. Process

Revolutionary changes in an organization typically result in a fall of its CMM level. As a result of the changes in ‘Q’, some KPAs at level 2 were no longer fully satisfied, and formally the organization is therefore currently at CMM level 1.

D. Organization

The development process for the product line is based upon the approach as described in [26], and therefore required substantial organizational changes.

Moreover, in order to build up expertise in the new technology, the organization invested in an education programme for all software developers, and organized on-site training in Windows NT, C++, MFC and COM.

In this organization, the system architect was both champion and change agent for the AS. He convinced management of the importance of the support, and the need to develop the methodology and associated tools in close co-operation with PR. The system architect was also the main customer of the AS, and formulated the major requirements for the tools. Although the software architects and software developers are intended users as well, they have not been involved actively till the deployment stage of the embedding phase of the transfer. Recently, the system architect left the organization.

E. SDE

The revolutionary approach caused major changes in the SDE, and tuning the standard build and integration process to the needs of the organization required ample time. The changes in the SDE clearly influenced the development and deployment of FAVOR as well. On the one hand, the usage of Microsoft C++ in combination with COM provided additional technical challenges to FAVOR (compared to systems that are built using plain C). Whereas dependencies in the source code can simply be deduced from the include structure in C, one needs source browser files and proprietary COM definitions to extract these dependencies for Microsoft C++ in combination with COM. On the other hand, integrating FAVOR in a converging (rather than a stable) SDE requires regular adaptions to keep it operational. FAVOR has been transferred and is maintained by ‘Q’.

F. Humans

In general, people are reluctant to change, and changes are therefore hard to carry through, even when these changes are for the better. Many software developers had troubles with the number of changes caused by the revolutionary approach. Moreover, building an entire new product line is a huge investment. Given the amount of effort involved, it could not be accomodated by the existing developers alone, temporarily resulting in an unusual balance between fixed and hired personnel. This combination of aspects resulted in a relatively high turnover of personnel. Finally, it is disputable if the introduction of AS was experienced by the average software developer as a desirable aid in development, or as just another complicating factor.

G. Summary

The revolutionary change to the development of the software of the medical imaging systems had a huge impact on the process, the organization, the SDE, and the humans. Although the AS is extremely suited for the approach, it is just another change on top of a pile of changes, putting its sustainability at stake. Time will tell whether or not the envisioned changes are sustainable within the organization.

VII. CASE STUDY III: PMS (‘R’)

A. Introduction

The software developed by ‘R’ has been under development for approximately twenty years. An important step was the department-wide introduction of object-oriented programming in 1998, replacing C with C++ (and lately also with C#) as one of the main languages. C and other languages are still used, especially when hardware specific code is required, but C++ is preferred if possible. Due to market demands, competition considerations and new technologies, a new system (a so-called preferred configuration, being a member of the product family) is released once a year. This has resulted in a continuously evolving code base that has adopted many new technologies of which COM and .NET are the most important ones.
B. Architectural Support

Several proprietary tools have been developed to provide AS both for the development view and the process view of the architecture. More details about the tools that support the development view are given in [17], [27] and [28].

1) Support for development view: For explanatory purposes, we will first introduce some terminology to ease the subsequent presentation of the AS.

The decomposition structure of the software is an unbalanced tree of architectural entities that are called building blocks (BBS). The system consists of hundreds of BBS, and each leaf BB consists of approximately eighty modules. In Fig. 5, the decomposition structure of a simple system \( S \) is shown consisting of ten BBS (i.e. \( S, A, B, A_1, A_2, A_3, B_1, B_2, B_3 \), and \( A_{21} \)). The arrows in Fig. 5 visualize the part-of relation, e.g. \( A \) is part-of \( S \). A tree-cut is a line crossing each path from the finest grain BBS (e.g. \( B_1 \)) to the root (i.e. \( S \)) exactly once, where each path is crossed "through" a BB; see [29]. The BBS on the tree-cut are termed subsystems; see Fig. 5.

The overall structure for documentation, source code and planning has been standardised on BBS. Interfaces are defined (both syntactically as well as semantically) and explicitly managed at the subsystem level. These interfaces are the responsibility of the software developers maintaining the subsystems. The dependencies between subsystems, i.e. the user relation between subsystems, are constrained by the software architects. Constraints on the uses relation within subsystems are the responsibility of the software designers, and automated tool support for those constraints is currently under construction.

The actual software (i.e. code) is constrained by coding standards. Adherence to the coding standards is enforced through reviews, and no software artefact can enter the archive without approval.

2) Support for process view: The performance (in terms of CPU-usage, disk-access and network-bandwidth) and memory usage of the BBS is monitored on a daily basis.

C. Process

Last year, ‘R’ has been assessed as a CMM level 3 organization by an accredited third party.

D. Organization

The organization has a clear architectural focus; management at both the department level as well as the project level recognize the vital role of software architecture for their products, and the organization has well-defined roles for software architects. The organization is also conscious of the importance to manage change, and the key roles are filled in to accomplish change, such as the embedding of the technology to constrain the dependencies between subsystems. Changes are typically introduced in an evolutionary setting, such as the introduction of new software architecture artefacts.

The technology transfer process has been split in two parts, a front-end up to and including the feasibility stage, and a back-end covering the embedding stage only. Whereas PR may be involved in the front-end part, the back-end part of the process is exclusively done by ‘r’ itself. In particular, tools developed by PR are re-implemented by ‘R’ in the construction phase of the embedding stage to ensure that the tools meet the standards of ‘R’.

E. SDE

Whereas the architecture verification tools described in Sections V and VI only report breaches as a reflection on a maintenance activity, the AS of ‘R’ prevents violations. Prevention is accomplished by means of proprietary build management tools (reflecting the good old "make"). Prevention is enabled through so-called include scoping, that is realized by means of "compiler flags". All modules of a particular subsystem are only allowed to use the interfaces of subsystems on an "allowed to include" list that is managed by the software architect. Statements like "#include full path name" are not only prohibited by the coding standards, but also do not work on the separate build server.

F. Humans

The software developers are used to work according to standards and procedures, and they are technology-oriented. Moreover, SPI activities are already known (and accepted) for many years, developers actively participate in SPI activities, and SPI is therefore a natural part of daily work.

G. Summary

‘R’ is a mature software development organization, that is used to SPI activities. Moreover, the organization recognizes both the vital role of architecture and the importance to manage change. Although embedding AS sustainably did not happen of itself, it went as a matter of course given a champion. Finally, this organization builds on the experience gained by ‘r’, amongst others, and has adapted its processes accordingly. As examples, it has split the technology transfer process in two parts and its AS prohibits violations rather than reports breaches of architectural rules.
VIII. DISCUSSION

In [30], three perspectives are presented that are of value in thinking about change management:

- *internally* driven change (push) versus *externally* driven change (pull);
- change directed at *products and services* versus those directed at *design and production processes*;
- *incremental* (or evolutionary) versus *revolutionary* change.

For all three cases, the changes come from within the Philips organization, making it an *internally* driven change. For all three cases, the changes are directed at *design and production processes*. It is disputable, however, if the changes were *incremental* or *revolutionary* in nature. In subsequent sections we will first show that the approach taken in ‘R’ is relatively evolutionary compared to the approaches taken in ‘P’ and ‘Q’. We then present a summary of our findings.

A. Scope implications on humans

Relation algebra with multi-relations (see [17], [18], and [14]) provides the theoretical basis for the AS for the development view as introduced in ‘P’ and ‘Q’. The relational approach can be applied to all levels of the decomposition structure of a system, not only to the top (i.e. architectural) levels of the hierarchy, but all the way down up to the methods at the programming level, thereby spanning the design and implementation levels as well. From a technical perspective, this may be viewed as a blessing, because it allows the application of a single approach for the entire hierarchy. From an architectural perspective, it involves a major risk. When the approach is applied indiscriminately, it will influence the entire group of software developers rather than just a few (i.e. those responsible for the architecture). By extending the scope of the approach, more people have to be involved in organizational learning. The extended scope may be viewed as another cause for the lack of success of the embedding of the MAB and ArchiSpy at ‘P’, and as a risk for the embedding of FAVOR at ‘Q’. Note that ‘R’ limited the scope of the AS by making a clear distinction between architectural entities (i.e. BBS from the top of the decomposition structure till the tree-cut) and other entities, and assigned responsibilities for those entities and the relations between them accordingly.

B. Process versus SDE

Methodological and automated tool-support for AS are not only complementary in nature, but are also partly exchangeable. Without appropriate tool-support, greater demands are made on the software process. As examples, ‘gaps’ in the automated tool-support may be bridged by inspections, and exceptions to rules have to be approved by software architects. Because the tools introduced in ‘P’ and ‘Q’ only *report* breaches to rules, whereas the tools of ‘R’ *prohibit* violations to rules, ‘P’ and ‘Q’ had to pay more attention to their process than ‘R’.

C. Technology development implications on SDE

Depending of the particular goals one has in mind with the AS, the amount of innovation and development needed may vary considerably. Whereas the AS developed for ‘P’ and ‘Q’ is quite sophisticated, the support for ‘R’ is very modest.

D. Summary

Experience reveals that software architecture maintenance based on a mature process alone doesn’t work, because the software architecture as realized may easily deviate from the software architecture as specified. Similarly, tool-support alone doesn’t work either. A combination of a mature process and appropriate tools is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for success. Without additional organizational support and humans carrying co-responsibility for the software architecture, software architectural erosion is hard to prevent. In our experience, at least four key elements of software development have to be addressed to perform software architecture maintenance and to embed architectural support sustainably in industry.

In Fig. 6, we have illustrated the maturity to adopt and sustain AS in the three organizations considered in the case studies presented in Sections V, VI, and VII. The figure uses four dimensions, corresponding with the influential elements that carry sustainable AS, as described in Section IV. The three dots on the lines of the dimensions represent "low", "medium", and "high" maturity to adopt AS (from the centre of the figure to its boundary). Although the figure is based on a subjective judgement of the organizations by the undersigned, we believe that it fairly reflects our experiences.

In our experience, an organization as well as its people must have an architectural focus in order to sustainably embed AS. Similar conclusions have been drawn elsewhere for other kinds of support. As an example, [31] states that organizations and people with a process focus are more likely to accept process-centered environments (PCEs) and process-centered frameworks (PCFs). Likewise, organizations and people with a development focus are more likely to accept CASE-tools. The fact that the architectural focus vanished within ‘P’ during the past four years contributed to the disappearance of the support of complexity control at the architectural level.
The revolutionary approach to the development of systems of ‘Q’ had a huge impact on all four elements in general, and the process and the humans in particular. The revolutionary nature of this approach is therefore a major risk for the sustainability of FAVOR.

Finally, we observed that the approach taken by ‘R’ is relatively evolutionary compared to the approaches of both ‘P’ and ‘Q’, and therefore more likely to sustain. Note that this is a change management issue that is orthogonal to the elements distinguished in Fig. 6.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reported upon the experience gained in embedding AS in three organizations within Philips developing professional systems. Although all three organizations belong to the same company and all three are developing large complex systems with a long lifetime, the experiences gained are quite diverse, although there are certainly also similarities, such as embedding AS does not happen of itself and takes a long lead-time.

We noticed to our surprise that the AS embedded in one organization only partially sustained. Unlike our own conviction, part of the AS was apparently not indispensable for the maintenance of the system maintained by that organization.

For the cases considered, we identified four influential elements that need to carry AS in order to ensure its sustainability: process, organization, SDE, and humans. Moreover, we described the essential role of change management, and the importance to perform changes evolutionary (as opposed to revolutionary). Managing change of these elements turned out to be at least as, and probably even more, challenging as the development of the AS itself.
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